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Microsoft Viva Connections is your gateway to a modern engagement experience, which is designed to keep everyone engaged and informed. Viva
Connections gives everyone a personalised destination to discover relevant news, conversations, and the tools they need to succeed and to allow you to
foster a culture of inclusion and inspiration. 

What is Microsoft Viva Connections?

Drive employee engagement in your organisation

Viva Connections helps to
foster a culture of inclusion.

Certain departments or teams
can sometimes feel disengaged
and isolated from the rest of
the organisation;

Why Microsoft Viva Connections?

Viva Connections ensures
everyone is connected and
empowers every employee to
contribute ideas and share
feedback.

Frontline workers often do not
have a voice, or feel connection to
the main organisation;

Viva Connections aligns the entire
organisation around the
organisation's vision, mission, and
strategic priorities.

Viva Connections Encourages
meaningful connections by enabling
employees to easily discover relevant
communications, communities, and
tools

There is often a disconnect between
leaders and workers;

Create a personalised landing experience for your organization

Connect the workplace with intelligent search and rich navigation to sites and
applications.

Showcase news and information to the right people with audience targeting.

Foster connections across the organisation with social conversations.

Share compelling communications with intelligent video.

Create a beautiful, dynamic employee experience that is accessible and
available across devices.

Company landing page
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We are Microsoft Gold Partners and have a great deal of experience in supporting organisations make the most of their
technology. Our approach is to focus on the people side of digital transformation, with the goal of making work easier
through new ways of working. We have experience in the Microsoft PowerPlatform and have built solutions with and for
some of the world's most recognisable brands. 

Contact james.mitcham@changingsocial.co.uk to get you started with your employee experience journey.

Why Changing Social?

Target the right news, to the right employees, at the right
time, right where they work

Create modern and compelling communications with
consumer grade design tools.

Engage everyone from executives to frontline workers on their
large screen or mobile device.

Utilise audience targeting or share new content in the all-
company feed.

Give critical content a boost to help it stand out. Raise items
up in feeds based on properties like “Always on top”, “Until
read”, “X number of impressions”, and more.

Aggregate relevant news from across Microsoft 365 services.

News and announcements

View your dashboard of critical apps and resources

Stay in the flow with prompts and nudges.

Streamline visibility into key metrics, employee resources, and
other high value info.

Create no code, low code, and custom tiles, or from partners,
for all your needs.

Employee dashboard

Reach all employees in a modern, interactive media

Schedule, produce and present in meetings that can be
broadcasted to up to 10K attendees.

Employees can watch and participate in the event in live or
on-demand (recording) on the desktop, web, or mobile.

Managed question and answer experience allows presenters
and staff to reply publicly, privately, or hide questions.

Utilise attendee engagement reports to have a complete view
of attendee metrics.

Company-wide events
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